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QUESTION NO: 1

Given the following data set (AE): 

Data will be reported by onset week. Day 1 ?7 is Week 1, Day 8 ?14 is Week 2. Events beyond Day 14 are assigned Week 3 
and will be reported as Follow-up events. 

Which statements properly assign WEEK to each event?

A. if day > 14 then week = 3 ; else if day > 7 then week = 2 ; else if day > 0 then week = 1 ;

B. if day > 0 then week = 1 ; else if day > 7 then week = 2 ; else if day > 14 then week = 3 ;

C. select ; when (day > 0) week = 1 ; when (day > 7) week = 2 ; otherwise week = 3 ; end ;

D. select ; when (day > 14) week = 3 ; when (day > 7) week = 2 ; otherwise week = 1 ; end ; 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 2 - (FILL BLANK)

CORRECT TEXT

This question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. 

Given the following data set LABS(only first 10 lines shown): 
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In the space below, enter the statement that completes the program to produce the desired output (Case is ignored. Do not 
add leading or trailing spaces to your answer.).

 

ANSWER: IDLABTEST;,IDLABTEST;,IDLABTEST

QUESTION NO: 3

The purpose of the ADaM model is to provide a framework that:

A. enables the tabulation of the raw source data 

B. enables the creation of study patient profiles 

C. enables the statistical analysis of the data 

D. can be used to generate the CDISC ODM 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 4

An action plan that describes what will be done in a drug study, how it will be conducted, and why each part of the study is 
necessary is called:
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A. a clinical trial plan 

B. a protocol 

C. a data management plan 

D. a statistical analysis plan 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 5 - (FILL BLANK)

CORRECT TEXT

The following question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. 

The following program is submitted to output observations from data set ONE that have more than one record per patient. 

In the space below, enter the line of code that will correctly complete the program (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or 
trailing spaces to your answer.).

ANSWER: BYSUBJID; BYSUBJID;

QUESTION NO: 6

The following SAS program is submitted, but fails due to syntax errors. 
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What is the cause of the syntax errors?

A. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp*). 

B. An array can only be referenced in a KEEP statement and not within a keep= data set option. 

C. An array cannot be referenced on a keep= data set option. 

D. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp). 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 7 - (FILL BLANK)

CORRECT TEXT

The following question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. 

Given the following data set work.vs: 

The following SAS program is submitted to create a new data set that carries forward the previous value of sbp when the 
value is missing. 
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In the space below, enter the line of code that completes the program (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or trailing spaces 
to your answer.).

 

ANSWER: RETAINOLD_SBP;,RETAINOLD_SBP;

QUESTION NO: 8 - (FILL BLANK)

CORRECT TEXT

Which CDISC filename contains the following items? 

• Variable attributes 

• Controlled terminology 

• Computational methods

Enter your answer in the space below (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or trailing spaces to your answer.).

ANSWER: DEFINE.XML,DEFINE.PDF,DEFINE

QUESTION NO: 9

Which statement will create a report footnote that identifies the date and time that the SAS program was executed?

A. footnote1 "Created on &sysdate9 &systime"; 

B. footnote1 = "Created on &sysdate9 &systime"; 

C. footnote1 'Created on &sysdate9 &systime'; 

D. footnote1 = 'Created on &sysdate9 &systime'; 

ANSWER: A 

QUESTION NO: 10

What information can be found in the SAS Dictionary tables? (Choose two.) 

A. datasets contained within a specified library 
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B. values contained within a specified format 

C. variables contained within a specified dataset 

D. values contained within a specified variable 

ANSWER: A C 
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